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ABSTRACT
Deep Reinforcement Learning (DRL) achieves great success in
various domains. Communication in today’s DRL algorithms takes
non-negligible time compared to the computation. However, prior
DRL frameworks usually focus on computation management while
paying little attention to communication optimization, and fail
to utilize the opportunity of the communication-computation
overlap that hides the communication from the critical path of
DRL algorithms. Consequently, communication can take more
time than the computation in prior DRL frameworks. In this
paper, we present XingTian, a novel DRL framework that codesigns the management of communication and computation in
DRL algorithms. XingTian organizes the computation in DRL
algorithms in a decentralized way and provides an asynchronous
communication channel. XingTian makes the communication
execute asynchronously and aggressively and takes advantage of
the communication-computation overlapping opportunity from
DRL algorithms. Experimental results show that XingTian improves
data transmission efficiency and can transmit at least twice as
much data per second as the state-of-the-art DRL framework
RLLib. DRL algorithms based on XingTian achieve up to 70.71%
more throughput than RLLib-based ones with better or similar
convergent performance. XingTian maintains high communication
efficiency under different scale deployments and the XingTianbased DRL algorithm achieves 91.12% higher throughput than the
RLLib-based one when deployed in four machines. XingTian is
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1

INTRODUCTION

Reinforcement learning (RL) [55] is an artificial intelligence method
that focuses on training intelligent agents to take a sequence of
actions to maximize the return, i.e., cumulative rewards they receive
from interactive environments. Deep Reinforcement Learning (DRL),
which combines the concepts of RL and deep learning (DL), has
become one of the most active areas of artificial intelligence. Most
of today’s DRL algorithms focus on solving the optimal policies
for agents with the help of deep neural networks (DNNs). DRL
has achieved great success in various domains, including gaming
[19, 50, 52], robotics [2, 33], system optimization [35, 36, 60], protein
structure prediction [24], and other imaginative fields.
Today’s widely used DRL algorithms rely on massive direct
interaction with the environment to collect data used to train
the DNNs, since the internal state transition dynamics of the
environments cannot be precisely expressed in advance in most
cases. In DRL algorithms, the collected training data are usually
called rollouts, which comprise a series of rollout steps. A rollout
step is a tuple of the observation of the environment, the action
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Table 1: Time to Transmit Rollouts and to Train.
DRL
Algorithms

Rollout
Size (KB)

Trans. Time in
RLLib[30, 31]
(ms)

Trans. Time in
Launchpad[61] w/
Reverb[8] (ms)

Training
Time (ms)

PPO[49]

138,585.32

367.81

95,765.88

1,297.53

DQN[38]

1,912.96

54.13

811.47

8.00

13,855.20

301.34

12,567.10

32.07

IMPALA[13]

taken by the agent, the reward and the next observation after the
action is applied, as well as other useful information. Rollout steps
from the continuous agent–environment interaction are usually
grouped by subsequences referred to as episodes.
Parallel sampling is a widely adopted approach that improves
the convergent performance of DRL algorithms by diversifying the
collectively-encountered state spaces of the environment [13, 37],
and reduces the turnaround execution time. To apply parallel
sampling, the agent in DRL algorithms is usually split into multiple
explorers and a learner for interacting with the environment and
optimizing DNN parameters, respectively. During execution, the
parallel explorers send rollouts to the learner, and the learner sends
updated DNN parameters back to the explorers. The explorers
and the learner usually run in different processes for better
parallelism. Consequently, most of today’s DRL algorithms rely
on the orchestration of two primary heterogeneous computational
workloads in separate processes, namely the interaction with the
environment and the training of the DNNs, between which highfrequency communication is required.
We observe that the communication latency is non-negligible
compared to computation time in today’s DRL algorithms. There
is an optimization opportunity of overlapping communication and
computation to hide the communication from the critical path of
DRL algorithms. However, few prior DRL frameworks consider
optimizing communication in DRL algorithms or taking advantage
of the communication-computation overlapping opportunity. Prior
DRL frameworks [7, 14, 20, 30, 31, 39, 46, 58] usually organize the
computational components of DRL algorithms into task graphs,
and use the centralized control logic to specify the components’
execution order. In prior DRL frameworks, the communication does
not start until the receiving component is allowed to run by the
centralized control logic and then asks for data, even though the
data may have been ready for a long time. In such a programming
model, the communication between components has no chance
to execute simultaneously with the computation. Consequently,
complex operations associated with data transmission across
processes or machines get in the way of the critical computations
for DRL algorithms, i.e., the interaction with the environment
and updating DNN parameters, which results in compromised
performance. Table 1 illustrates that the communication can take
more time than the computation in prior DRL frameworks.
In this paper, we present XingTian, a novel DRL framework that
co-designs the management of communication and computation in
DRL algorithms. XingTian gets rid of the centralized control logic
and makes the explorers and the learner execute in a decentralized
way. Based on the decentralized organization, XingTian provides
an asynchronous communication channel between the explorers
and the learner to push data to the desired destination as soon as

the data are generated. The communication can thus be initiated
by the sender once the data are ready without caring about the
recipient. This way, XingTian makes the communication execute
asynchronously and aggressively and utilizes the optimization
opportunity of the communication-computation overlap from DRL
algorithms. We also make sure that XingTian does not introduce the
risk of unnecessary data transmission nor significant extra memory
overheads compared to prior DRL frameworks.
We implement XingTian and make it expose researcher-friendly
interfaces to construct DRL algorithms. We provide a DRL algorithm
zoo based on XingTian and algorithms from the DRL algorithm
zoo are applied in production projects of Huawei. Populationbased training (PBT) is a widely-used algorithm to search for the
optimal combination of hyperparameters for DRL algorithms. We
can naturally extend XingTian to support PBT.
We evaluate the data transmission efficiency of XingTian and
other DRL frameworks with a dummy DRL algorithm that keeps
DRL algorithms’ communication mode. Results show that XingTian
is able to transmit at least twice as much data per second as RLLib
[30, 31], and can transmit at least one order of magnitude more data
per second than Acme [20] with Launchpad [61] and Reverb [8].
The improvement of the data transmission efficiency of XingTian
is mostly attributed to its asynchronous aggressive communication
model. The throughput of DRL algorithms is defined as the number
of rollout steps consumed for DNN training per second, and
reflects the speed at which DRL algorithms consume rollouts and
optimize policies. Experimental results show that XingTian-based
DRL algorithms achieve higher throughput than those implemented
in the state-of-the-art DRL framework RLLib by up to 70.71% with
better or similar convergent performance due to the utilization of
the communication-computation overlapping chance. Moreover,
XingTian maintains high communication efficiency under different
scale deployments and the XingTian-based DRL algorithm achieves
91.12% higher throughput than the RLLib-based one when deployed
in four machines.
This paper makes the following contributions.
• We analyze the communication characteristics of DRL algorithms and figure out the optimization opportunity of the
communication-computation overlap from DRL algorithms.
• We propose the design principles of co-designing communication and computation for DRL frameworks to take advantage of
the opportunity of overlapping communication and computation
and present the design of XingTian.
• We implement and evaluate XingTian. Results indicate that
XingTian has better data transmission efficiency and XingTianbased DRL algorithms achieve higher throughput than those
based on the state-of-the-art DRL framework RLLib with better
or similar convergent performance. Moreover, XingTian maintains
high communication efficiency under different scale deployments.

2

BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

In this section, we first briefly sort out the development of DRL
algorithms to figure out their communication characteristics and
the optimization opportunity, and then discuss the shortcomings
of existing DRL frameworks in communication management1 .
1 The

more detailed review of related work is in Section 6.
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Figure 1: Execution of Three Representative DRL Algorithms.

2.1

Communication Characteristics of DRL
Algorithms

DRL algorithms deal with sequential decision-making problems
that can be formalized as a Markov decision process (MDP) [55].
An MDP is defined by a four-tuple (S, A,𝑇 , 𝑅), where S is the state
space of the environment; A is the action space of the agent; 𝑇 is the
transition function and 𝑇 (𝑠, 𝑎, 𝑠 ′ ) is the probability that the action
𝑎 in state 𝑠 will lead to next state 𝑠 ′ ; 𝑅 is the reward function and
𝑅(𝑠, 𝑎, 𝑠 ′ ) gives the immediate reward 𝑟 after the transition from
state 𝑠 to 𝑠 ′ when the agent takes action 𝑎. Policy 𝜋 is a mapping
from states to the probabilities of selecting each possible action. If
the agent is following policy 𝜋 at time 𝑡, 𝜋 (𝑎|𝑠) is the probability
that 𝐴𝑡 = 𝑎 if 𝑆𝑡 = 𝑠. Ideally, if the transition function 𝑇 and
reward function 𝑅 are known, we can find the optimal policy 𝜋 ∗
that maximizes the total return through dynamic programming
methods such as policy iteration and value iteration [4, 5, 55].
However, this is an almost impossible condition in practice, and
most DRL algorithms today rely on massive direct interaction with
the environment by trial and error to sample state transitions.
Model-based DRL algorithms try to learn a model of the
transition dynamics of a particular environment and work well for
problems relying on lookahead search [25, 48, 50–52]. In contrast,
model-free DRL algorithms treat the model as a black box and have
the agent interact with the environment to observe state transitions
and rewards, which are more widely used as most problems are
challenging to produce precise models [34]. There are three main
families of model-free DRL algorithms: policy-based algorithms
[32, 56, 59] maintain and optimize a policy explicitly; value-based
algorithms [19, 38, 45] learn the value function or action-value
function (Q function) and extract the target policy accordingly; and
actor-critic-based [27, 49] algorithms combine the former two types
of algorithms where the policy-based actor learns the optimal policy
directly, and the value-based critic evaluates the actions taken by
the actor.
DNNs play different roles in different kinds of DRL algorithms,
including building the environment’s state transition model, expressing the policy directly, or evaluating the expected total return
of the current state of the environment. The rollouts used to
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optimize parameters of those DNNs are collected on-the-fly. Onpolicy DRL algorithms evaluate and optimize the same policy that
is used to interact with the environment, which means rollouts
generated with a specific version of DNN parameters can only be
used to optimize the DNN parameters of the same version. Offpolicy DRL algorithms can evaluate and optimize a policy different
from the one used for rollout generation, which means the DNN
parameters can be optimized utilizing older rollouts.
Parallel sampling is a widely adopted approach that improves
the convergent performance of DRL algorithms by diversifying
the collectively-encountered state spaces of the environment, and
reduces the turnaround execution time. To apply parallel sampling
in value-based DRL algorithms, multiple explorers interact with the
environment simultaneously and put the rollout steps in a replay
buffer [47], while the learner samples experiences from the replay
buffer asynchronously, trains the DNN, and broadcasts weights to
explorers [21, 26, 40]. Classical policy-based and actor-critic-based
DRL algorithms are usually on-policy. Some solutions make all
the explorers and the learner work synchronously in a lock-step
manner [10, 17, 18], others tolerate a certain degree of policy lag and
instability due to asynchronization for higher throughput [3, 37].
Importance Weighted Actor-Learner Architecture (IMPALA) [13]
and subsequent algorithms [12, 29, 42] utilize V-trace, which brings
the off-policy feature to actor-critic-based DRL algorithms.
We further illustrate the communication characteristics for DRL
algorithms of different types with three popular representative
algorithms in Fig. 1: Proximal Policy Optimization [49] (PPO, actorcritic-based & on-policy), Deep Q-Learning [38] (DQN, value-based
& off-policy), and IMPALA [13] (actor-critic-based & off-policy).
PPO. Fig. 1(a) shows the execution of PPO. Due to PPO’s onpolicy constraint, the learner and the explorers run synchronously:
the learner waits to collect rollouts from all the explorers for
training, and all the explorers then wait for DNN parameters of the
latest version from the learner before they can interact with the
environment.
DQN. As shown in 1(b), DQN maintains a replay buffer for
experience replay. During execution, the explorer keeps putting
rollout steps into the replay buffer. After the number of rollout steps
in the replay buffer exceeds the configured threshold, each time
the explorer inserts a certain number of rollout steps, the learner
performs a training session with a batch of rollout steps sampled
from the replay buffer. The learner sends out DNN parameters
every a few training sessions, and the explorer then applies the
latest version of the DNN parameters before it continues generating
subsequent rollout steps. In DQN, the explorer and the learner can
run asynchronously, and communication is quite busy among the
explorer, the learner, and the replay buffer.
IMPALA. As shown in Fig. 1(c), explorers and the learner in
IMPALA communicate with each other directly. The learner can
start training when it only collects rollouts from a portion of
explorers and then sends updated DNN parameters exactly to
the explorers it gets rollouts from. Because IMPALA is off-policy,
the learner can utilize rollouts generated with the relatively older
version of DNN parameters from other explorers in later training.
This way, the learner in IMPALA updates the DNN parameters
more frequently. The communication between the asynchronous
learner and explorers is more frequent, too.
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From the brief overview above, we can conclude that most of
today’s DRL algorithms rely on the orchestration of two primary
heterogeneous computational workloads, namely interaction with
the environment and training of the DNNs, between which highfrequency communication is required. Besides, there is an optimization opportunity of the communication-computation overlap
to hide the communication from the critical path of DRL algorithms.
For example, there is no strong dependency between the learner
and the explorers in off-policy DRL algorithms, and they can run
asynchronously. More specifically, some explorers can produce and
send out rollouts for the learner to use later while the learner is
training. As a result, the learner can continue working without
spending too much time waiting for rollout transmission. However,
few existing DRL frameworks utilize such an optimization chance.

2.2

Shortcomings of Prior DRL Frameworks

Existing codebases providing reference implementations of DRL
algorithms [9, 11, 15, 16, 28, 43, 44] serve as helpful tools to
get started with DRL algorithms, which describe different DRL
algorithms by separate overall control sequences. To improve
flexibility and modularity, studies for DRL frameworks [7, 14, 20,
30, 31, 39, 46, 58] focus on abstracting out reusable computational
components for DRL algorithms. Most existing DRL frameworks
follow the programming model that organizes the computational
components into a task graph and then specify their execution
order with centralized control logic. In such a programming model,
the communication is usually initiated by the receiving component
and has no chance to execute simultaneously with the computation.
Several DRL frameworks [7, 14, 20] always insert a data management buffer between the explorers and the learner, and make them
always communicate indirectly through the buffer. For example,
Acme [20] is a single-thread DRL framework, and can be deployed
in a distributed manner with the help of Reverb [8] and Launchpad
[61]. Reverb implements the data buffer, and Launchpad is a
distributed computing framework that builds the task graph. In such
a DRL framework, the central control logic defines the execution
sequence of the the explorers the learner, i.e., the explorers ask
for the DNN parameters of the latest version, interact with the
environment, and put rollouts into the data buffer, and then the
learner retrieves the rollouts from the buffer before updating DNN
parameters.
RLLib [30, 31] is a DRL framework based on Ray [39], which
builds a task graph to organize computational components and
uses a global control store, an in-memory distributed object store,
and wrapped RPCs to manage communication. RLLib can make the
explorers and the learner communicate with each other directly
when the DRL algorithm itself does not need a replay buffer, and
relies on the central logic to define the execution sequence of the
explorers and the learner. Communication in RLLib cannot start
until the learner or explorer is scheduled to run and asks for data.
Therefore, despite the opportunity of overlapping the communication and computation in DRL algorithms, communication and
computation in existing DRL frameworks have to be performed
serially. Consequently, operations related to data transmission
such as memory copy, serialization & deserialization, compression
& decompression, and NIC-bandwidth-bounded transfer across
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machines get in the way of the critical computations, i.e., interaction
with the environment and updating DNN parameters. Table 1
illustrates the size of rollouts used for a training iteration from
PPO, DQN, and IMPALA, the measured transmission time in RLLib
and Launchpad (with a Reverb buffer), respectively, as well as the
corresponding training time2 . We can tell from Table 1 that the
communication latency is no longer negligible compared to the
computation time. Besides, the communication can spend more
time than computation in existing DRL frameworks, which we
believe is unacceptable.

2.3

Summary

In this section, we make it clear that today’s DRL algorithms rely
on the orchestration of two computational workloads with highfrequency communication requirement, and show that most existing DRL frameworks fail to utilize the communication-computation
overlapping opportunity, which compromises the performance of
DRL algorithms. As a result, it is quite important and remains an
open research question to design a DRL framework that leverages
the opportunity of overlapping communication and computation
in DRL algorithms and stops independent communication and
computation from blocking each other.

3

DESIGN

In this section, we first illustrate the design principles of a DRL
framework that can overcome the limitations of prior work in
managing communication. We then present the architecture of
XingTian, a novel DRL framework that co-designs the management of communication and computation in DRL algorithms and
takes advantage of the communication-computation overlapping
opportunity.

3.1

Design Principles

As discussed in Section 2, although there are various kinds of
DRL algorithms and parallel sampling is widely adopted, most
DRL algorithms rely on the orchestration of two computational
workloads with high-frequency communication requirements,
namely the interaction with the environment and the training
of the DNNs. Compared to traditional distributed computing
jobs, the dependency between the computational workloads in
DRL algorithms is relatively simpler and we argue that existing
DRL frameworks overuse the abstraction of task graphs. Besides,
having the communication initiated by the receiver makes the
communication and computation block each other despite the
overlapping opportunity. Making the receiver pull data avoids
unnecessary data transmission. However, in most DRL algorithms,
rollouts generated by explorers are always used by the learner, and
the DNN parameters updated by the learner are always applied by
explorers, so transmitting data more aggressively in DRL algorithms
will not introduce the risk of unnecessary data transmission.
To overcome the limitations of existing DRL frameworks, we
need to fully exploit the overlapping opportunity by enabling the
communication and computation to cooperate with each other
based on the characteristics of DRL algorithms.
2 Setups

for measurement are the same as those used in Section 5.
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Figure 2: Architecture of XingTian. In both sub-figures, dashed arrows denote the transmission of lightweight message headers
or control commands, while the bold arrows denote data block transmission. More precisely, orange bold arrows denote the
transmission of rollouts and blue bold arrows denote the transmission of DNN parameters.
Computation Management. We get rid of the task graph and the
centralized control logic, and make the explorers and the learner
execute in a decentralized way instead. In the decentralized model,
computational workloads are driven by the arrival of the data
awaited, and can send out produced data immediately.
Communication Management We provide an asynchronous
communication channel between the explorers and the learner
to push data to the desired destinations aggressively as soon as
they are generated. The communication can thus be initiated
by the sender once the data are ready without caring about
the recipient. We can utilize the optimization opportunity of
overlapping communication from DRL algorithms and computation
by making the communication start aggressively. Besides, the
communication channel is algorithm agnostic and can be applied
in various DRL algorithms. Consequently, we can encapsulate
complicated operations associated with communication across
processes or machines within the framework’s communication
channel, and leave only simple local buffer reads and writes for the
computational workloads to deal with.
As shown in Section 5, not only in off-policy algorithms, but even
in on-policy algorithms like PPO, the DRL framework that follows
these design principles can exploit the optimization opportunity of
the communication-computation overlap and achieve performance
gain.

3.2

Architecture of XingTian

To realize these design principles, we design XingTian as illustrated
in Fig. 2. Fig. 2(a) illustrates the decentralized computation and
asynchronous communication of XingTian, and Fig. 2(b) demonstrates that XingTian is scalable and how XingTian is deployed
across several machines.
3.2.1

Decentralized Computation and Asynchronous Communication
As illustrated in Fig. 2(a), XingTian organizes DRL algorithms
with three kinds of processes. The explorer process manages
interaction with the environment, the learner process manages

DNN training, and the broker process manages communication
between the explorer and the learner processes.
The rollout worker thread of the explorer process is the workhorse
performing rollout generation. Typically several explorer processes
execute simultaneously for parallel sampling. The generated rollout
steps are packaged in messages, each comprising a message body
and a message header that is generated by XingTian. The send buffer
and receive buffer are designed for intra-process data transmission
and staging. The message headers are put in the header queue of
the buffer, while the message bodies are inserted into the data list
of the buffer.
The learner process has an almost symmetrical structure to the
explorer process. The trainer thread of the learner process is the
workhorse for generating the DNN parameters of the latest version.
The updated DNN parameters are encapsulated into the message
body, and XingTian generates the corresponding message header.
The learner process also maintains a send buffer and a receive
buffer.
Inter-process communication relies on the shared memory
communicator created by the broker process. The shared memory
communicator holds message headers in the header queue and
keeps message bodies inside the object store implemented via
shared memory for zero-copy communication among processes.
The ID queue is used to pass object IDs of message bodies in the
object store with other metadata inside the message header across
processes. The broker maintains a separate ID queue for each
explorer/learner process.
As soon as a message is produced by the workhorse thread
(rollout worker thread or trainer thread), it is stored in the send
buffer maintained in the corresponding process. The sender thread
that monitors the send buffer’s header queue then finds the new
message and immediately transmits the message to the shared
memory communicator. The message header contains metadata
such as the source and destination of the message. After the
message body is inserted into the object store of the shared memory
communicator, the object ID is also attached to the message header
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by the sender thread. The algorithm-agnostic router monitors the
header queue in the shared memory communicator. Once the router
notices a new message comes, it parses the header to find out
the destination of the message. The message carrying updated
DNN parameters from the learner is usually broadcast to multiple
explorers and thus the message header may contain multiple
destinations, while the message of rollouts is always sent to the
single learner. The algorithm-agnostic router then puts the message
header that contains the message body’s object ID into the ID
queues associated with all the destination processes. The receiver
thread that monitors its ID queue in each destination process then
retrieves the message body from the object store and puts the
whole message into the receive buffer immediately. At this point,
messages that have completed transmission are just waiting to be
consumed. When XingTian is deployed among multiple machines,
the algorithm-agnostic router sends the message with one or more
remote destinations out to the router in each target machine. After
receiving a message from another machine, the algorithm-agnostic
router inserts the message body into the object store, attaches the
object ID to the message header, and puts the message header in all
the target ID queues. The workhorse threads still consume messages
from the local buffer and will not perceive any difference.
The workflow presented above illustrates the decentralized
computation and asynchronous communication in XingTian. XingTian does not use central logic to control the execution flow of
DRL algorithms. On the contrary, workhorse threads in different
processes are driven by the arrival of the data awaited and execute
autonomously by aggressively consuming received messages and
producing new messages. The broker process plays a key role
in creating and maintaining the asynchronous communication
channel. The broker process is totally different from the data
management buffer in any existing DRL frameworks. The broker
process only focuses on pushing data to the desired destinations as
soon as possible with the help of the shared memory communicator
and the algorithm-agnostic router inside, and does not understand
or process the data on behalf of DRL algorithms. The algorithmagnostic router dispatches messages to the desired destinations
by informing the corresponding receivers of object IDs, and the
receiver copies the message body to the local buffer immediately.
XingTian makes IO operations of the workhorse threads only related
to the local buffers, and guarantees that data transmission across
processes or machines is performed aggressively and efficiently by
the asynchronous communication channel.
Utilization of the Communication-Computation Overlapping Opportunity. XingTian manages to utilize the optimization
opportunity of overlapping communication and computation in
DRL algorithms because the timing to initiate communication in
XingTian is only decided by whether the data to transmit are prepared. XingTian decouples operations related to data transmission
such as memory copy, serialization & deserialization, compression
& decompression, and NIC-bandwidth-bounded transfer across
machines from the execution of the computational workloads
and makes them happen in parallel. With such a design, rollouts
produced by rollout worker threads of explorer processes are put
into the buffer within the address space of the trainer thread in the
learner process as soon as possible, even when the trainer thread
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is busy updating DNN parameters with rollouts received earlier.
The updated DNN parameters are also transmitted to the explorers
immediately.
XingTian accelerates on-policy DRL algorithms because explorers still execute asynchronously although the learner and explorers
run synchronously. In XingTian-based on-policy DRL algorithms,
fast explorers’ rollout transmission can overlap with slow explorers’
environment-interacting computation. Once fast explorers generate
rollouts they initiate rollout transmission immediately without
waiting for pulling requests or being held back by slow explorers.
However, in prior DRL frameworks, the transmission is not started
until the central control logic ensures all the explorers have
generated rollouts and allows the learner to ask for the data.
For DRL algorithms that require a replay buffer for experience
replay, XingTian leaves the replay buffer maintenance inside the
trainer thread in the learner process. As a result, the sampling from
the replay buffer no longer involves cross-process communication,
and can be deemed as the utilization of data already stored in
the local buffer. Such a design decision is also the utilization of
the optimization opportunity of the communication-computation
overlap in essence.
By exploiting the optimization opportunity of overlapping the
communication and computation, XingTian does not introduce
the risk of unnecessary data transmission as discussed in Section
3.1. Besides, XingTian does not bring in significant extra memory
overheads compared to prior DRL frameworks. The queues are
always filled in with lightweight metadata of message headers. The
shared memory object store is used for zero-copy communication
across processes. The send and receive buffers in the explorer &
learner processes hold data directly generated or consumed by the
workhorse threads.
3.2.2 Distributed Deployment of XingTian
Fig. 2(b) shows a distributed deployment demonstration of
XingTian. Section 3.2.1 introduces XingTian’s architecture from the
view of execution and omits the controller process. The controller
is algorithm agnostic and responsible for managing the life cycle of
all the above-mentioned processes, establishing the global fabrics,
and dispatching control commands. XingTian is scalable and its
configuration file contains information such as IPs of the machines
to deploy XingTian, the machine to start the learner, and the
number of explorers in each machine. After launched in one
machine, XingTian starts a controller process locally and logs into
other machines automatically to start a controller process in each
machine. XingTian connects controllers with a fully connected
fabric to dispatch control commands. We call the controller in
the machine where XingTian is launched the center controller.
Upon initialization, XingTian broadcasts control commands to each
controller via the center controller to create brokers, the learner,
explorers, and the communication channel inside each machine. In
addition, XingTian creates another fabric among brokers in different
machines to transmit data between machines. The machine in which
the learner is located is always the center for data transmission. Fig.
2(b) presents active connections of the fabrics when the learner is
located in the same machine as the center controller.
The center controller also collects and visualizes statistics
from explorers and the learner. Workhorse threads put statistic
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messages to the local send buffers periodically, and the algorithmagnostic router sends the messages with statistics to the center
controller directly or through the algorithm-agnostic router of the
broker process in the center controller’s machine. When the center
controller realizes that the training goal has been achieved, e.g.,
the learner has consumed enough rollout steps or the explorers
have received the target return, the center controller broadcasts
commands to shutdown all processes and release resources.

4

IMPLEMENTATION AND EXTENSION OF
XINGTIAN
4.1 Implementation Details
We implement XingTian in python. The message headers in
XingTian are organized as python dicts. The message header
queue in send/receive buffer is based on queue.Queue, and the
queues used across the boundary of processes (i.e., the header
queue in the shared memory communicator and the ID queues) are
implemented via multiprocessing.Queue. Both Queue provide
a get method that blocks when empty. Therefore, the threads
that monitor these queues can make messages flow aggressively
through the asynchronous communication channel in an eventdriven manner, i.e., once a new message header is put into the
queue, the blocking Queue.get invoked in the monitoring thread
returns, and the monitoring thread starts the corresponding data
transmission immediately.
The message bodies have to be serialized before they are
inserted into the object store [57] and then deserialized when
put into the receive buffer. Compression is often applied to
reduce network traffic and memory usage. Meanwhile, compression
and decompression also introduce non-negligible computational
overheads. So we leave compression a configurable option in
XingTian, and XingTian compresses message bodies larger than 1
MB by default. When compression is enabled, XingTian uses the
LZ4 algorithm to compress message bodies when they are inserted
into the object store of the shared memory communicator, and the
message bodies are then decompressed when they are fetched to
the receive buffers.

4.2

Construct DRL Algorithms with XingTian

As discussed in Section 2, DRL algorithms rely on orchestrating
two computational workloads with high-frequency communication
requirement, i.e., rollout generation and DNN training. XingTian
handles issues about the orchestration and exposes interfaces
friendly to researchers to implement specific computational logic.
Given that XingTian takes care of the computation organization
and communication management, the remained problems related
to implementing the computational logic of a DRL algorithm are as
follows.
• With which environment is the DRL algorithm going to interact?
• What DNN structure should be adopted for the policy network /
value network / Q network / environment model?
• How to organize the rollouts and to train the DNNs with the
collected rollouts?
• How to use the DNNs to interact with the environment and
collect rollouts?
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XingTian exposes interfaces encapsulated in four classes so
that researchers can implement computation logic to solve the
above four problems. The classes include Environment, Model,
Algorithm, and Agent.
• The Environment class is a wrapper for both widely-used
testbed environments and self-defined ones and exposes standard
gym-style [6] interfaces such as init, reset, and step, etc.
• The Model class holds the definition for DNNs and corresponding APIs. Researchers are free to define the DNNs with any
deep learning framework, e.g., PyTorch [41], TensorFlow [1], and
MindSpore [22], a new deep learning computing framework.
• The Algorithm class is used to specify how to update the DNNs
with collected rollouts. Typically researchers need to implement
the train and prepare_data interfaces. The train interface is
used to define the computation logic for DNN training, and multiGPU technologies can be applied here for acceleration. Researchers
specify how to organize the received rollouts by implementing
the prepare_data interface, and the maintenance of the replay
buffer also happens here if necessary. For researchers’ convenience,
XingTian provides implementations of several kinds of replay
buffers. Besides, Algorithm contains other implemented methods,
e.g., the method for DNN inference, and the method to save the
checkpoints of the DNNs periodically to restore DNN parameters
after failure , which provides sufficient fault tolerance for DRL
algorithms without significant overheads.
• The Agent class is used to specify how to interact with
the environment for rollout generation. The Agent has a variable of the Algorithm type to maintain copies of the DNNs.
Typically researchers need to implement the infer_action and
handle_env_feedback interfaces. Researchers define how to generate actions given the observation of the environment in the
infer_action interface, and specify how to sort out observations
and rewards from the environment to suit different DRL algorithms
in the handle_env_feedback interface.
The configuration file of XingTian is used to combine the implemented classes together for a specific DRL algorithm. XingTian
instantiates them in the rollout worker thread and trainer thread
accordingly upon initialization.
We further provide a DRL algorithm zoo based on XingTian that
covers a wide range of DRL algorithms of different types, including
model-based algorithms (e.g., MuZero [48]) and all three types
of model-free algorithms (e.g., DQN [38], PPO [49], DDPG [32],
IMPALA [13], etc.). The DRL algorithm zoo shows that XingTian’s
design is suitable for a wide variety of DRL algorithms. Besides,
algorithms from the DRL algorithm zoo are applied in production
projects of Huawei.

4.3

Extending XingTian: Supporting
Population-Based Training

A DRL algorithm usually has many configurable hyperparameters,
which have a significant impact on the convergence of the DRL
algorithms. PBT [23] is a widely-used algorithm to search for the
optimal combination of hyperparameters. XingTian provides better
usability for researchers by supporting PBT based on its architecture
natively. We first briefly present how PBT works and then introduce
how XingTian naturally supports PBT.
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Figure 3: A PBT Example with Four Populations in XingTian.
Table 2: Specification of the Experimental Platform.
Server
Processor
DRAM
GPU
Ethernet NIC

Specification
FusionServer Pro 2288H V5 Rack Server
Intel(R) Xeon(R) Gold 6154 CPU @ 3.00 GHz (72-core, 24.75MB LLC)
1 TB @ 2666 MT/s
Tesla V100 32GB * 1
Intel Corporation Ethernet Connection X722 for 1GbE

The PBT algorithm starts with multiple populations, each of
which takes a different combination of hyperparameters. A center
scheduler periodically evaluates each population’s behavior based
on specified metrics. For each evolution interval, the scheduler
eliminates the population with the worst metrics, and calculates a
new hyperparameter combination through mutation, crossover, and
other strategies. Finally, the scheduler starts a new population to
replace the eliminated one. The PBT algorithm ends after running
for a certain number of generations or after the desired values of
the metrics are reached. For DRL algorithms, PBT usually takes
the average episode return as the metric. Besides, DNN weights of
the best population in the last generation are applied to the new
population so that it can catch up with others at the beginning.
Fig. 3 illustrates a PBT example with four populations in
XingTian. During initialization, XingTian creates one controller and
four brokers with different ranks in each machine. Then XingTian
creates the fabric among brokers with the same rank. Brokers with
different ranks do not communicate with each other. XingTian
supports separated populations via isolated broker sets with the
learner and explorers attached to each broker set. Learners from
different populations can be deployed in different machines to fully
use GPUs in each machine. The center controller in XingTian acts as
the center scheduler of PBT. For each evolution interval, the center
controller evaluates metrics from each population, decides which
population to eliminate, and calculates the new hyperparameter
combination. The center controller broadcasts commands to kill
all processes of the eliminated population and starts the new
population by starting a new broker set with the new learner
and explorers. Researchers can deploy PBT based on XingTian by
specifying the number of populations and the lists of alternative
hyperparameters in the configuration file.

5

EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate XingTian and illustrate that ➊ XingTian
improves the data transmission efficiency in the communication
mode of DRL algorithms with its asynchronous and aggressive
communication model, ➋ DRL algorithms based on XingTian
achieve higher throughput with better or similar convergent
performance compared to those based on the state-of-the-art DRL
framework due to leveraging the optimization opportunity of the
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communication-computation overlap, and ➌ XingTian maintains
high communication efficiency under different scale deployments.
There are several DRL frameworks we can compare XingTian
against, i.e., Intel Coach [7], Surreal [14], Acme [20] (with Reverb [8]
and Launchpad [61]), and RLLib [30, 31]. All these frameworks are
open-sourced. However, the repositories of Intel Coach and Surreal
are not actively maintained. Besides, there is no published paper
corresponding to Intel Coach, and there are only technical reports
but not research papers introducing Acme as well as Reverb and
Launchpad. As a result, we mainly compare XingTian with RLLib
[30, 31], the state-of-the-art DRL framework with publications and
an open-sourced codebase maintained actively. We also conduct
several experiments with respect to Acme, Reverb, and Launchpad.
We use RLLib of version 1.8.0., Acme of version 0.4.0, Reverb of
version 0.7.0, and Launchpad of version 0.4.1.
We conduct all the experiments in this section in the experimental platform described in Table 2. Benchmarks we use for evaluation
will be introduced in the following subsections.

5.1

Data Transmission Efficiency

To evaluate the data transmission throughput of XingTian and
other DRL frameworks, we design a dummy DRL algorithm, where
the explorers only send out a certain number of messages of a
configurable size, while the learner asynchronously receives the
messages and reports the end-to-end latency and data transmission
throughput after receiving all messages. Every explorer is configured to send 20 messages in total, and the learner receives messages
asynchronously for 20 rounds. For example, if there are 16 explorers,
in each round the learner receives 16 messages without caring
about the senders of these messages and reports that this round is
over. This way, we can evaluate the data transmission throughput
expressed as the size of the messages received by the learner per
second. We omit the data transmission in the other direction in
real DRL algorithms, i.e., the learner does not broadcast anything
to explorers. The reason is that the throughput of DRL algorithms
measures how fast rollouts can be transmitted from the explorers
to the learner and then be consumed to optimize the policy. We
design the dummy DRL algorithm to keep the communication mode
of DRL algorithms and to evaluate the maximum throughput of
rollout transmission of DRL algorithms in the ideal situation where
the explorers send out messages aggressively without waiting for
DNN parameters or interacting with the environment, and the
learner receives messages asynchronously in each iteration without
computational workloads.
In XingTian, we implement this dummy DRL algorithm by
implementing corresponding interfaces to make the rollout worker
thread and trainer thread behave accordingly; in RLLib, we implement the dummy DRL algorithm with RLLib’s low-level data
streaming API. We also implement the dummy DRL algorithm
in Launchpad by inserting a Reverb-based buffer between the
dummy explorers and the dummy learner. The technical report
of Launchpad suggests that a DRL algorithm can be implemented
separately on Launchpad, and the explorers and the learner can
communicate with each other directly. However, in most practices,
DRL algorithms are implemented based on Acme that always inserts
a data management buffer (usually implemented with Reverb)
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Figure 4: Data Transmission Results in a Single Machine.

between the explorers and the learner, and Launchpad is only used
for distributed deployment. Therefore, we keep the structure with
a data buffer in the dummy DRL algorithm to evaluate the data
transmission efficiency of Acme with Launchpad and Reverb.
We evaluate the data transmission efficiency using messages
that vary in size between 1KB and 64MB, which covers the range
of rollout message sizes in typical DRL algorithms according to our
experience. Results in this subsection are averaged from five runs,
and error bars are attached to all the figures.
Fig. 4 illustrates the data transmission throughput and the endto-end latency reported by the learner after receiving messages
of 20 rounds from all explorers when deploying the dummy DRL
algorithm in a single machine. Fig. 4(a) shows the results when
the dummy DRL algorithm is configured with one explorer and
Fig. 4(b) shows the results when there are 16 explorers. With
one explorer, XingTian achieves data transmission throughput of
71.01 MB/s when the message is 64 MB, which is 103.32% higher
than RLLib. With 16 explorers, such performance gains still hold
and XingTian achieves 108% higher data transmission throughput
than RLLib at 967.91 MB/s when the message is 64 MB. XingTian
doubles the data transmission throughput in a single machine
compared to RLLib because data transmission in XingTian starts
immediately once the data are ready instead of waiting for the
requirement originated from the recipient. Such a rapid transmitting
pattern helps a lot even if there is only one explorer. Fig. 4 also
illustrate the end-to-end latency and data transmission throughput
of the dummy DRL algorithm implemented with Launchpad and
Reverb. In both cases with one explorer and 16 explorers, the data
transmission throughput of Launchpad and Reverb is always lower
than 2 MB/s. It is noticeable that deploying more explorers does
not improve the data transmission throughput of Launchpad and
Reverb, and the data buffer based on Reverb is the bottleneck. We
also evaluate the data transmission efficiency of the dummy DRL
algorithm implemented separately with Launchpad (not illustrated

(b) End-to-end Latency.

Figure 5: Data Transmission Results in two Machines.

in the figures). The solely Launchpad-based dummy DRL algorithm
achieves data transmission throughput of no more than 10 MB/s
and 100 MB /s, with one explorer and 16 explorers, respectively.
Although the data transmission throughput of the solely Launchpadbased dummy DRL algorithm is better than when there is a Reverbbased data buffer, it is still not comparable to XingTian.
Fig. 5 presents data transmission results when deploying the
dummy DRL algorithm in two machines. We deploy the dummy
DRL algorithm based on XingTian across two machines by assigning
exactly 16 explorers in each machine in the configuration file, and
deploy the RLLib version with 32 explorers in two machines by
setting the placement_strategy as SPREAD. Launchpad currently
can only be deployed in a single machine. We further deploy the
XingTian-based dummy DRL algorithm with the learner in one
machine and 16 explorers in the other machine. The dashed line
(118.04 MB/s) in Fig. 5(a) illustrates the NIC bandwidth between the
machines measured by iperf. With 64MB messages, XingTian with
32 explorers achieves 221.73 MB/s data transmission throughput;
XingTian with 16 remote explorers achieves 110.84 MB/s data
transmission throughput; and RLLib with 32 explorers achieves
72.88 MB/s data transmission throughput. XingTian with 16 remote
explorers achieves data transmission throughput near the NIC
bandwidth. With 32 explorers spreading in two machines, the data
transmission throughput of XingTian is 3.04 times that of RLLib.
Besides, it is noticeable that when message size is larger than 64KB,
the end-to-end latency of XingTian with 32 explorers is almost the
same as that of XingTian with 16 remote explorers. As a result, the
learner in the dummy DRL algorithm with 32 explorers observes
twice as much data transmission throughput as the learner with 16
remote explorers observes. This indicates that data transmission
across processes inside a machine in XingTian is almost shadowed
by the data transmission across machines. Data transmission cannot
start in RLLib until the dummy learner asks for data through RPC,

We then evaluate the performance of three different kinds of DRL
algorithms, i.e., IMPALA, DQN, and PPO. Acme is a single-thread
DRL framework and relies on Launchpad to deploy distributed DRL
algorithms. However, integral multi-process DRL algorithm implementations are not yet available in the open source repositories of
Acme or Launchpad. For example, one of the collaborators from the
Acme community say that they do not plan to add more detailed
documentation for implementing IMPALA in Acme 3 . Besides,
there are known and unsolved issues 4 that get in the way of
implementing IMPALA utilizing multiple processes. So we conduct
experiments with RLLib-based DRL algorithms and XingTian-based
DRL algorithms in this subsection. Implementations of RLLib-based
DRL algorithms are from the public RLLib repository.
We deploy XingTian-based and RLLib-based DRL algorithms in
the same experimental platform and with the same hyperparameters such as DNN structures, the learning rate, and the discount
rate, etc. We deploy the DRL algorithms with five environments,
including a gym environment CartPole and four Atari environments
BeamRider, Breakout, Qbert, and SpaceInvaders [6]. We use the
basic DQN algorithm with a single explorer, and we assign ten
explorers and 32 explorers in PPO and IMPALA, respectively. In
DQN, we allocate a replay buffer with a size of 1,000,000 rollout
steps, and configure the learner to start training after 20,000 steps
are collected. After training begins, every time the explorer inserts
four new rollout steps into the replay buffer, the learner performs
a training session with 32 steps sampled from the replay buffer.
Explorers in PPO and IMPALA send out messages of 200 rollout
steps when interacting with CartPole, and send out messages
containing 500 rollout steps in Atari environments. The learner
of PPO has to consume rollout steps from all explorers in each
iteration, so the batchsize is 2,000 and 5,000 when interacting
with CartPole and Atari environments, respectively. The learner of
IMPALA updates the DNN parameters with rollout steps from one
explorer in each iteration with a batchsize of 200 or 500.
5.2.1 Convergence and Execution Time of DRL Algorithms
We measure the convergence of the DRL algorithms based on
different frameworks with the average episode return received by
the explorers after the learner trains the DNNs consuming a certain
number of rollout steps (1M steps for CartPole and 10M steps for
Atari environments). Fig. 6 illustrates the average episode returns
in different DRL algorithms. We also put the public reference results
of RLLib for Atari environments5 in the figures that are denoted
3 https://github.com/deepmind/acme/issues/50

4 https://github.com/deepmind/acme/issues/133

5 https://github.com/ray-project/rl-experiments
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Figure 6: Average Episode Return in Different DRL Algorithms.
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which sometimes gets across machines and introduces high latency.
Consequently, the pulling communication model of RLLib delays
data transmission between machines, while XingTian starts data
transmission as soon as the data are ready and is able to fully utilize
the NIC bandwidth.
We can tell from the results in this subsection that XingTian’s
asynchronous and aggressive communication model dramatically
improves the data transmission efficiency in the communication
mode of DRL algorithms.
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Figure 7: Time to Complete 10M steps in Different DRL
Algorithms with Atari Environments.
as “RLLib_ref". Results show that all three kinds of DRL algorithms
based on XingTian attain better or similar convergent performance
compared to the RLLib-based algorithms we deploy and the public
RLLib reference results. XingTian-based IMPALA gets 1.80% and
6.80% more average episode return than RLLib-based IMPALA and
RLLib reference results, respectively. XingTian-based DQN gets
89.90% and 121.93% more average episode return than RLLib-based
DQN and RLLib reference results, respectively. XingTian-based PPO
gets 11.24% and 22.32% more average episode return than RLLibbased PPO and RLLib reference results, respectively.
Fig. 7 shows that DRL algorithms implemented in XingTian complete training consuming 10M rollout steps in Atari environments
within less time than RLLib-based ones due to higher communication efficiency. XingTian-based IMPALA takes 41.54% less time than
RLLib-based IMPALA to complete 10M steps. XingTian-based DQN
takes 39.47% less time than RLLib-based DQN. XingTian-based PPO
takes 22.92% less time than RLLib-based PPO.
5.2.2 Throughput of DRL Algorithms
We further evaluate the throughput of the DRL algorithms in
Atari environments, which is typically defined as rollout steps
consumed by the learner per second. We illustrate the throughput
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of each DRL algorithm within one hour of execution in the figures.
We present the throughput of DRL algorithms based on different
frameworks in different colors, and different line styles distinguish
different environments.
IMPALA. Fig. 8(a) shows that XingTian-based IMPALA achieves
70.71% higher throughput than RLLib-based IMPALA on average.
During execution, the explorers send messages containing rollouts
of size 13,855.20 KB to the learner. Fig. 8(b) shows that in RLLibbased IMPALA, every time the learner wants to spend about 32 ms
to update the DNN parameters, it has to wait for about 301 ms to ask
the explorer to transmit rollouts. In XingTian, it takes about 212 ms
to transmit a message with the same size as the rollouts. However,
the results show that the learner in XingTian waits only about 11
ms for the rollouts before starting training on average. We further
illustrate the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the time to
wait for rollouts before training in XingTian-based IMPALA in Fig.
8(c), which shows that the learner spends no more than 20 ms under
96.61% of the cases to wait for rollouts and waits for less than 5 ms
under 11.85% of the cases. In XingTian-based IMPALA, the rollout
transmission overlaps with multi-round training computation.
Rollout transmission from an explorer targeting the learner starts
aggressively and takes place simultaneously while the learner
updates DNN parameters consuming rollouts from other explorers.
DQN. As illustrated in Fig. 9(a), the throughput of DQN is large
at the beginning and then decreases as training starts, and XingTianbased DQN achieves 58.44% higher throughput than RLLib-based
DQN on average. During execution, the learner samples 32 rollout

steps from the replay buffer for training each time. The size of a
message containing 32 rollout steps is 1,912.96 KB, and training
consuming these rollout steps takes about 8 ms. As shown in Fig.
9(b), sampling and transmitting 32 rollout steps from the replay
buffer actor in another process in RLLib takes about 62 ms, and in
XingTian, the learner only need to wait for the sampling latency of
about 8 ms from the local replay buffer.
PPO. Fig. 10(a) shows that XingTian-based PPO achieves 30.91%
higher throughput than RLLib-based PPO on average. Although the
explorers and the learner of PPO execute in a synchronous manner, XingTian grabs the communication-computation overlapping
opportunity and transmits rollouts from each explorer to the the
learner aggressively. During execution, the learner has to collect
rollouts of size 138,585.32 KB in total from all the ten explorers
before starting training. Fig. 10(b) shows that in RLLib-based PPO,
every time the learner wants to spend about 1,298 ms for DNN
training, it has to wait for about 368 ms to ask all the explorers to
transmit rollouts. In XingTian, it takes about 256 ms to transmit
the messages with the same size as the rollouts from ten explorers.
Results show that it actually takes the learner in XingTian about
114 ms to wait for the rollouts before the training starts.

5.3

Scalability

There are two key considerations on scalability: (1) how many
resources a framework can manage properly and (2) how many
resources an DRL algorithm can use [62] and we mainly focus on
the former. We evaluate the communication efficiency of XingTian
compared to RLLib when deploying XingTian-based and RLLibbased IMPALA under different scale deployments with a different
number of explorers. Experiments with no more than 64 explorers
are conducted in a single machine; the experiments with 128
explorers and 256 explorers are deployed in two machines and four
machines, respectively. We use the BeamRider environment for all
the experiments, and explorers in all experiments send out messages
containing 500 rollout steps. The learners in the experiments with
128 and 256 explorers are configured with a batchsize of 1,000
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rollout steps, and the batchsize of learners with fewer explorers is
500 rollout steps.
As illustrated in Fig. 11, the throughput of XingTian-based
IMPALA is always higher than RLLib-based IMPALA. Within
up to 32 explorers, XingTian achieves an approximately linear
acceleration ratio. The throughput growth slows down when the
number of explorers continues to increase because the learner is
gradually saturated and we leave it for future work to develop a
DRL algorithm where 256 explorers do not saturate the learner. It is
noticeable that when deployed in four machines with 256 explorers,
RLLib-based IMPALA’s throughput drops while XingTian-based
IMPALA’s throughput still gets improved and is 91.12% higher
than the RLLib-based one. This is because communication across
machines gets more and the pulling communication model in RLLib
compromises performance, whereas messages in XingTian are
pushed asynchronously and aggressively once they are produced.
Due to the decentralized organization and the asynchronous
aggressive communication model, XingTian maintains high communication efficiency when the communication becomes more
complicated in larger scale deployments. This way, XingTian
enables researchers to accelerate DRL algorithms by optimizing the
computational logic to exploit more resources without dealing with
attendant complex orchestration issues.

6

RELATED WORK

Single-threaded one-off reference implementations of DRL algorithms such as OpenAI Baselines [11], Stable Baselines [44], Keras
RL [43], and Dopamine[9] provide a convenient starting point
for DRL researchers. Tensorforce [28] and Garage [15] exploit
multiprocessing and multithreading. ReAgent [16] focuses on
offline training of industrial DRL tasks where experiments do
not run in simulators. Stooke et al. [53, 54] discuss parallelization
and acceleration methods for existing DRL algorithms and share
parallelized implementations of some algorithms.
Other studies for general-purpose DRL frameworks wrap up
common building blocks of DRL algorithms and expose interfaces
for researchers. XingTian is closely related to such frameworks.
Fiber [62] extends the multiprocessing library from python to
deploy DRL algorithms in multiple machines. XingTian provides
high-level interfaces that are more friendly and efficient for
researchers. Acme [20], Intel Coach [7], and Surreal [14] are similar
in that they insert separate data buffers between the explorers
and the learner. Acme relies on Reverb [8] to implement the data
buffer and Launchpad [61] for distributed deployment, and all
components communicate with each other by RPC. Intel Coach
uses data stores such as NFS, S3 to transfer policy, and uses
distributed memory libraries such as Redis, Kinesis to transfer
rollouts. Surreal uses ZeroMQ between components. RLLib [30] is
a DRL framework based on Ray [39], which builds a task graph to
organize computational components. The later version RLLib Flow
[31] provides stream APIs to develop DRL algorithms. RLgraph [46]
extends the computational graph in TensorFlow for DRL algorithms.
Tianshou [58] provides a DRL framework based on PyTorch. Both
RLgraph and Tianshou rely on Ray to manage the explorers. These
DRL frameworks use centralized control logic to organize the
computation, pay little attention to optimizing communication,
and fail to utilize the communication-computation overlapping
opportunity.

7

CONCLUSION

We present XingTian, a novel DRL framework that co-designs
the management of communication and computation in DRL
algorithms and takes advantage of the communication-computation
overlapping opportunity. XingTian organizes the computation in
DRL algorithms in a decentralized way and provides an asynchronous communication channel. We implement XingTian and
evaluate it. Experimental results show that XingTian has better data
transmission efficiency and that XingTian-based DRL algorithms
achieve up to 70.71% higher throughput than those implemented
in the state-of-the-art DRL framework RLLib with better or similar
convergent performance. Moreover, XingTian maintains high
communication efficiency under different scale deployments.
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